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Introduction and Progress
In 2017, we began the next phase of developing new stone fruit orchard training systems for
Michigan growers, including "fruiting wall" canopy architectures and the evaluation of new vigorcontrolling rootstocks, to optimize canopy light distribution, improve uniformity of fruit ripening
and quality, improve spray coverage while reducing drift, and facilitate greater labor efficiency
and/or partial mechanization for fruit thinning, as well as investigate climatic modification
strategies such as protective orchard covers or high tunnels. Our previous MSHS project on high
tunnel/canopy architecture stone fruit studies at MSU-Clarksville identified Super Slender Axe
(SSA) training for peaches and nectarines, and Upright Fruiting Offshoots (UFO) training for
apricots (and plums), as the most promising canopy training concepts for fruiting wall stone fruit
orchards. The SSA reduces vigor through severe annual pruning (see Fig. 1) and root competition
at higher densities. The UFO reduced vigor through multiple fruiting leaders in a planar trellis.
The new project fruiting wall stone fruit trials were established in 2017 at MSU-SWMREC
to compare single- and multiple-leader SSA-trained 'Fantasia' nectarines on seedling rootstock
grown in the open field (see Fig. 2). The five training treatments – 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8 leaders (spaced
at 3, 6, 6, 9, and 12 ft, respectively) – were established with 5-tree plots and 5 randomized complete
block replications.
Additionally, single and dual leader SSA nectarine trials were established under 200 ft long x
24 ft wide high tunnel structures at SWMREC, using ‘Jade’, ‘SilverGem’, and ‘Sunglo’ on
standard seedling rootstocks. Two narrow rows of trees were established, with one row planted at
~3 ft apart for single leader SSA canopies and one row planted at ~6 ft apart for dual-leader (biaxis) SSA canopies. Each row is an individual experiment, with randomized, replicated canopy
development and maintenance pruning treatments (such as time and severity of pruning) to be
imposed within each row as the trees mature.
‘Robada’ (on apricot seedling) and ‘Sugar Pearl’ (on myrobalan) apricots were planted at two
planting densities for bi-cordon UFO-training as fruiting walls under 200 ft long x 24 ft wide high
tunnel structures (see Fig. 3) for protected culture production research (e.g., protection from frosts
and diseases). These specialty stone fruit crops have the potential to attract high regional consumer
demand, at a high crop value and with little Midwest competition. Three narrow tree rows (with 8
ft alleys) were planted in Apricot Tunnel #1, and two rows (with a 12 ft alley) were planted in
Apricot Tunnel #2. Each tunnel is an individual experiment, with randomized, replicated treatment
variables of UFO vertical offshoot leader number (6, 8, 10, or 12) per tree to be imposed as the
trees mature.
A new trial of semi-dwarfing peach rootstocks (see Fig. 4) also was planted in 2017 as part
of the regionally-coordinated NC140 regional rootstock trials. The rootstocks include Lovell and

Guardian as standards, with Controller 6, Controller 7, Controller 8, Rootpac 20 (Densipac),
Rootpac 40 (Nanopac), and MP-29 as experimental rootstocks with varying levels of vigor control.
The primary data taken in all trials in 2017 were simply mortality and trunk cross-sectional
area as a measure of tree vigor. Tree canopy structural development will continue in 2018, with
first fruiting anticipated in 2019.
This research project will ultimately provide information and techniques for Michigan stone
fruit growers to improve and sustain high value fruit quality and yields, achieve higher labor
efficiencies and earlier and more consistent cropping, reduce pesticide use and drift, increase the
potential for protective climatic modification, and better create and retain regional high value fresh
market share. The project addresses three Michigan Peach and Nectarine Industry Research
Priorities:
- Increased tree longevity and productivity, e.g., better tree establishment, tree training, better
rootstocks, and disease management strategies.
- Develop better bacterial spot and canker management strategies for peaches, nectarines,
and apricots (preliminary data indicates climatic modification with tunnels can improve control of
bacterial spot and some other diseases; for example, in cherries, tunnel production eliminated all
fungicide sprays for cherry leaf spot)
- Evaluation of new insect management strategies (climatic modification with tunnels may
improve control of some insects)
Supplemental funding for this project in 2017 was obtained from the International Fruit
Tree Association ($5,000) and the Michigan Tree Fruit Commission ($3,950 for trees and
irrigation). The project also utilized in-kind support (shared among multiple projects) from the
Michigan Tree Fruit Commission (Blosi mechanized orchard platform worth $64,000), Peach
Ridge Orchard Supply (Infaco electronic pruners worth $3,500), and Haygrove Tunnels (high
tunnel structures worth $13,000), plus MAES and Project GREEEN funding ($10,000 in 2005)
for initial establishment of the SWMREC high tunnels research site.

Figure 1. SSA-pruning of peach/nectarine fruiting leaders - very short shoots on each leader
simplify fruit thinning to 1 fruit/shoot.
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Figure 2. 'Fantasia' nectarine SSA-systems trial planted at SWMREC in spring 2017: A) single leaders, 3ft spacing, fruiting wall canopy; B) dual leaders, 6-ft spacing, fruiting wall canopy; C) four leaders, 6-ft
spacing, 3-dimensional canopy; D) six leaders at 9 ft spacing and eight leaders at 12 ft spacing, 3dimensional canopies.

Figure 3. 'Robada- and 'Sugar Pearl' apricots to be trained in the bi-cordon UFO fruiting wall canopy
training system, planted at SWMREC in spring 2017.

Figure 4. 'Cresthaven' peach on 8 rootstocks of varying vigor levels in the NC140 semi-dwarfing peach
rootstock trial, planted at SWMREC in spring 2017.

